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BP46 – Truck wheel balancer



Visit our website for our Warranty terms - www.integratedmarketing.co.za

Features: Benefits:
Designed and Engineered in Europe Italian software.
User friendly Easy to operate and balance wheels.
Automatic measurement of distance and 
diameter. Less manual labor for the operator.

Automatic brake To locate the wheel at the unbalanced 
position.

Pneumatic wheel lift Saving time and preventing injuries to the 
operator.

Self calibration feature. No external connections requried. 

Split weight mode to hide behind spokes

The two weights are applied at the proper 
angular displacements so as to provide 
perfect imbalance correction using standard 
size incremental weights.

Balance optimization feature. To find the heavy spot in the wheel tyre com-
bination to save on weights

Supplied with multiple cones To fit a full range of truck and car rims

LED illumination Energy efficient, the operator will be able to 
see where to place the weight more clearly.

Laser The laser will indicate where to place the 
weight correctly.

Soft touch display Built to last and easy to operate.

Haweka quick nut

Imported from Germany, improved quick-
action mechanism prevents opening when 
under load. Optimized sliding properties 
prevent rapid wear of the threaded shaft. 

Oil water separator

Keeps impurities form the compressor 
separate to extend the service lift of the 
equipment, also avoids rusting and the 
wearing of important parts. 

Model: BP46

Product: Truck wheel balancer

Description: The BP46 is based on long-established electronic parts. The machine is primarily 
designed for automatic balancing of large freight wheels, but by its design and equipment 
it also serves to balance the wheels of passenger cars because in CAR and VAN settings it 
works as a 2D personal balancer. The machine automatically stops in the non-weft position 
and the center of gravity is marked by the laser. Pleasant work contributes to the pneumatic 
wheel lift with foot control. The BP46 fully meets the requirement to balance both large and 
wide wheels as it has a shaft length of 410 mm.

Two balancing modes:
• 1) passenger car tyres (high precision balance ± 1 g)
• 2) Truck tyres and other heavy and dimensional tyres (accuracy ± 10 g)



Colors and designs may differ
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Technical information
Rim diameter 1” - 28” inch
Max wheel weight 200 kg
Max wheel diameter 1200 mm
Rim width 2” - 20” inch
Precision ±1 g (car) ±10 g (truck)
Motor power 0.37 kW
Power supply 100/230V 1 ph
Rotation per minute 80 rpm / 200 rpm
Balancing time 9s (car) 20s (truck)
Second time mounting test <5 g
Machine dimensions 1600*1100*1480 mm
Packing dimensions 1700*1100*1240 mm
Net weight 318 kg
Gross weight 335 kg

Function to change the truck mode to car 
mode

The machine can balance both car and 
truck tyres. 

Multiple cones To fit a full range of truck and car wheels. 

Training available
Technicians can be professionally trained 
to use the machine and get the maximum 
benefit from it.

1 year warranty The machine will be repaired if there are any 
factory faults and can be replaced if required.

Spares available

Should you have a breakdown you will not 
have to wait for your machine to be repaired. 
If there is anything we don’t have, we fly it in 
directly from the Suppliers.

Operational videos
Technicians can learn how to operate the 
machine by watching a video, which is easier 
and more simple than written instructions.


